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The chief characteristics defining the genera of the Ehizocephala

concern the shape and the situation of the internal organs One of

rLost impoSant is the manner in which the -scera .nas=

^
attached to the mantle by a mesentery, which may he tl m am
Sa^cuUn^ and allied genera, or thicker, a^ m

^f'^'^f'-^^^J^Z
parasites of the gi-oup. Smith (1906), the author o a mono^aph

on the Ehizocephala, based the taxonomy of the group for a large

par on the differences in the size and the plaa. of the mesentery^

This author created the new generic name Heeromccns, the type

species of which is Sa.eulina^ h«ns Kossmann which '= dra^-^"-''

by a very short mesentery. In this species it is confined to the mme

dkte vicinity of the stalk only. According to Smith the internal

^rulture of the other parasites of the group which '-e on crabs does

not show any morpliological differences, and consequently he umted

^h m Zder'the name So.e^ caroM. In this -spect, howeve^

Smith's conclusions are wrong, for there are a number of species

which can be distinguished from S. cardm by constant morphological

*' The mesentery of Sacmdina cardni is complete; it stretches from

the stalk to the mantle opening. In some other parasites, which

have been described as species of the genus^Wi-, «« -sentery

is incomplete, for it terminates at some distance from the mantle

LZg Fo these species of Sacculinidae with incomplete mesen-

tery, in a recent paper (Boschma, 1927) I have founded the new

g^n'us Drepanorcll, the type species of which is D. -^^*- (f^^^
Unu negleota Fraisse). Another constant feature of all the species

belonging to this genus is found in the shape of the testes, they are

curved, whereas in ^*»K«« they consist of more or less straight

'"There are a few species of Sacculinidae which in some respecte

constitute intermediateJorms_betweenMth^^en^^
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Drepanorchis. In these species the mesentery is complete, as in Sac-

culina; the testes, however, have a curved shape, as in Drepanorchis.

They differ from Sacoulina as well as from Drepanorchis in another

anatomical respect: The visceral mass is not (as in these two genera)

connected with the stalk, but it is attached to the mantle at some dis-

tance from the stalk. I unite here the species which show the above-

mentioned characteristics under the new generic name Loxothylacus.

Accordingly, I consider the family Sacculinidae composed of four

genera with the following chief characteristics

:

Sacculiiia.: Mesentery complete, testes straight, visceral mass united

with the stalk.

Loxothylacus: Mesentery complete, testes curved, visceral mass

united with the mantle at some distance from the stalk.

Drepanorchis : Mesentery incomplete, testes curved, visceral mass

united with the stalk.

Heterosacaus: Mesentery almost wanting (confined to the imme-

diate vicinity of the stalk)

.

There are a great number of species belonging to the Sacculinidae,

although this number is smaller than Giard (1887, 1888) assumed,

who upheld that every species of crab had its own species of rhizo-

cephalous parasite. This theory (the theory of the absolute specific-

ity of the parasites) has been combated by Smith (1906), who, how-

ever, went to the other extreme and expressed as his opinion that all

the parasites of the genus Sacculina belong to one and the same valid

species, S. carcini Thompson. Smith based this conclusion on the

fact that he found no morphological differences between the para-

sites on diflPerent crabs in the material at his disposal. Now, this

conclusion also was too far-reaching, for Giard (1887) had

proved already that the parasite called by him Saecvlina fraissei

{= DrepanoTchis neglecta (Fraisse), see Boschma, 1927) differs

from S. carcini in constant morphological characteristics, the

form and situation of the testes in both species being very different.

Moreover, Kossmann (1872) had described morphological differences

between species of Sacculinidae which were found on different hosts.

His diagnoses of new species were based mainly on the structure of

the chitinous covering of the mantle, which in many cases bears

definitely shaped small excrescences. Kossmann also was convinced

that a certain species of Sacculina could live on one species of host

only and accordingly described too many forms as new species. The
discovery of the appendages of the cuticle, however, was a valuable

progress in the study of the Sacculinidae as it furnishes reliable

data for the taxonomy of the group. Especially in tropical

species (Kossmann's material had been collected at the Philippine

Islands) these small projecting parts of the external cuticle are dis-

tinctly visible. In the same way in the collection of the Siboga
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Expedition from the East Indian Archipelago also, the greater part

of the Sacculinidae are sufficiently characterized by the peculiar struc-

ture of the excrescences on the external cuticle of the mantle (Van

Kampen and Boschma, 1925). In the paper cited we were able to

prove that a number of morphologically well defined species of

Sacculina occur in the East Indies. Two more striking facts were

observed, first, that a single species maj'^ occur as a parasite of several

species of crabs, and, second, that certain species of crabs may be

infested with two or more different species of Sacculina. Conse-

quently this paper proves conclusively that the opinions of Giard as

well as Smith can not be upheld.

A comparative study of a great number of European representa-

tives of the genus Saccvlina (Boschma, 1927) yielded almost the

same results: Among the European forms one species of para-

site may infest different species of crabs, as in the case of Sacculina

carcini. In this region, however, two morphologically different

species have never been found as parasites on one species of host.

Previously Guerin-Ganivet (1911) published a paper in which notes

were given on the anatomy of many European Sacculinids, and this

author has already pointed out that a great number of the so-called

species of Giard's have no real systematic value. According to

Guerin-Ganivet we may regard a certain form as a definite species

only in those cases in which morphological differences from other

species can be demonstrated. In the paper cited I based my conclu-

sions on the same premises.

In some cases a certain parasite infests exclusively crabs belonging

to a small systematic group, as Drepanorchis neglecta (Fraisse),

which is known to occur on the species of the genera Macropodia and

Inachus. Both of these genera belong to the subfamily Inachinae

(family Majidae) and the parasite, which is structurally very dif-

ferent from all other known European Sacculinids, is the only species

of the group which is known to infest these crabs. The parasite of

Dorynchus thomsoni^ another species of the same subfamily, belongs

to quite a different species {Sacculina atlantica) , which is not found

on any other crab. Another well defined species, Sacculina eriphiae,

also seems to occur on one species of crab only, namely, Eriphia

spinifrons. On the other hand Sacculina cwrcini infests a large

number of hosts belonging to different families of Brachyura.

The West Indian species of Sacculinidae are very imperfectly

known. One species has been described as SaccuUna panopasi by

Gissler (1884) after its host Panopeus herbstii (Milne-Edwards).

The external form of this parasite is known, for the description is ac-

companied by two text-figures ; its internal anatomy and the structure

of its cuticle have not been described in the cited paper. Fortunately
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my material includes a number of specimens which undoubtedly

belcmg to the same species and a diagnosis of this species is found

in the following pages. The study of its anatomy proves that it

belongs to the genus Loxothylacus.

In the West Indian region, however, more than one species of

Sacculinidae occur. Besides that described by Gissler, this family

is represented by many other species, as I demonstrated a few years

ago when I examined the material collected by Dr. Van der Horst

at Curagao (Boschma, 1925). Three specimens of Sacculina were

represented in this collection, each of which constituted the type

specimen of a new species.

Although there are a great number of West Indian species of

Sacculinidae, only two seem to occur as conmaon forms. One of

these is Gissler's species, the other, which is described in the present

paper under the name Drepam^orchis occidentalism has not been

recorded before. It is an interesting fact that each of these species

is found on several species of crabs, but each infests a definite group

of systematically related hosts. Drepanorchis occidentalis lives on

crabs of the family Majidae, whereas Loxothylacus panopaei is

known as a parasite of Panopeus and nearly allied genera, all of

which are representatives of the family Xanthidae. Consequently

just as in European species the Sacculinidae of the West Indian

region are restricted to definite families of crabs within which these

two common parasites infest several different species.

The descriptions of the two species that follow are entirely based

on the material of the United States National Museum, in which

both are represented by a number of specimens.

DREPANORCHIS OCCIDENTALIS, new epecies

Type.—C2it. No. 60608, U.S.N.M., on Mithrax forceps (A. M.-E.),
" Fish Hawk " Sta. 7153. Deadman's Bay, west coast of Florida.

The shape of the animals is roundish or somewhat irregular, often

with more or less well-marked angular tips. (Fig. 1.) The size is

variable, some specimens have a greater diameter of 4 mm. or less,

whilst others are much larger. The largest specimen in the collec-

tion (fig. Ic, d) measures 11.5 mm. from the dorsal to the ventral

surface (the diameter at right angles with the axis through the

mantle opening and the stalk). As in other species of Sacculinidae

the size of the parasites depends at least partially on the size of their

hosts : The larger specimens are found on crabs belonging to species

which may attain a comparatively large size.

The mantle opening, which lies approximately opposite the stalk,

is rather wide. It is often surrounded by a wall-shaped projection of

the mantle, which may form a tubelike expansion.
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The internal anatomy of the species resembles strongly that of the

type species of the genus, Drepanorchis neglecta (see Boschma, 1927).

The closed end of the testes in D. occidentalis is found in the posterior

part of the visceral mass (nearer to the stalk than to the mantle

opening) ; in D. neglecta this part of the testes is situated at a com-
paratively greater distance from the stalk. The testes of D. occi-

dentalis have a fairly large size. (Fig. 2.)

The colleteric glands occupy about the center of the lateral sur-

faces (in D. neglecta these organs are much nearer to the mantle

opening). The colleteric glands contain a comparatively small num-
ber of branched tubes.

Fig. 1.—Two specimens op Dkepanoechis occidentalis. a,

FROM MiTHEAX FORCEPS (A. MILNB-EDWAEDS) , THE SOKFACH
LYING AGAINST THE THORAX OF THE HOST, X 3%. h, THH
SAME SPECIMB3N, THE SURFACE LYING AGAINST THE ABDOMEN OF
THE HOST, X 3%. C, FROM MACROCOELOMA CAMPTOCERUM
(STIMPSON), the surface lying against THE THORAX OF
THE HOST, X 3. d, THE SAME SPECIMEN, THE SURFACE LYING
against THE ABDOMEN OF THE HOST, X 3. IN THESE FIG-

URES THE MANTLE OPENING IS FOUND IN THE UPPER PART, THH
STALK IN THE LOWER PART

The typical characteristics of D. occidentalis are those of the ex-

ternal and internal cuticle of the mantle. The external cuticle is a

thin layer of chitin; its thickness does not exceed 10/t. It has a

smooth surface without any excrescences. Seen from above the sur-

face is divided into small areas which have a diameter of 10 to 15/4

and are surrounded by more or less meandering lines. (Fig. 3 a, h.)

On the internal cuticle of the mantle a great number of retinacula

are found, more than in any other species of Sacculinid. (Fig. 3,

c-h.) The internal cuticle is divided into small areas of approxi-

mately 100/t diameter ; in detached pieces of this cuticle the marginal

parts of these areas are more or less wrinkled. Each of these small
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areas bears one or two retinacula. (Fig. 3c?.) The retinacula are

about 30/i, long ; their broadened basal part is surrounded by a circular

groove at the place where they are attached to the cuticle. The apical

part of the retinacula bears 5 to 10 spindle-shaped excrescences of

about 15/x length, which are provided with small lateral barbs. (Fig.

3 O^h.)

In the material of the United States National Museum DrepaTwr-

chis ocoidentcdw occurs on the following hosts:

Macrocoeloma cmnptocerwn (Stimpson) ; of Florida.

Macrooroeloma diplacanthum (Stimpson)

ins deferens
mantle

testis

chitimus

visceral

mass

Cuba.

Microphrys hicor-

nut'us (Latreille) ; off

Florida ; Cuba ; Ba-

hamas.

Mithrax forceps.

(Herbst) ; Bahamas.

Mithrax forceps (A.

Milne-Edwards) ; west

coast of Florida. (Host

of type.)

Mithrax sculptus
(Lamarck) ; Jamaica.

Pitho a/nisodon (von

Martens) ; off Florida.

Pitho Ihermdnieri
Schramm ; Key West
or west coast of

Florida.

Stenodonops furcata

coelata (Milne-Ed-
wards) ; off Florida.

Among these crabs the species of the genera Macrocoeloma^ Mi-

crophrys^ and Mithrax belong to the family Periceridse, and the

family Majidse is represented by the genera Pitho and Stenodonops.

LOXOTHYLACUS, new genus

cclleteric

gfloful

mantle
cavity
with.

Fig. 2.

—

Dkepanokchis occidentalis from Mithrax
FORCEPS (A. Milne-Edwards), longitudinal section,

X 30

Body laterally compressed, mantle opening opposite the stalk.

Visceral mass attached to the mantle at some distance from the stalk.

Mesentery thin, extending from the place where the visceral mass is

united with the mantle to the mantle opening. Colleteric glands

with a number of branched tubes, in or near the central part of the

lateral surfaces of the visceral mass. Testes curved, the convex part

running along the mesentery.
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The type species of this genus is Sacculvna corculwn Kossmann.

Among my material I have complete series of sections of three

specimens belonging to this species. All of these have a complete

mesentery and curved testes, whilst the visceral mass is united with

the mantle at some distance from the stalk. ^ Kossmann's figure of

the type species does not show distinctly the unusual place of the

stalk.^ The other characteristics of the genus (the curved testes and

the complete mesentery) are clearly drawn in another figure by the

>4

d

Fig. 3.

—

Drepanorchis occidentalis. a, part of the external cuticle of a speci-

men FROM PlTHO ANISODON (VON MARTENS), X 440. 6, PART OF THE EXTERNAL CUTI-

CLE OF A SPECIMEN FROM MiTHRAX FORCEPS (A. MILNE-EDWARDS) , X 440. C, RET-

INACULUM OF A SPECIMEN FROM MACROCOELOMA CAMPTOCBRUM (STIMPSON), X 440.

d, INTERNAL CUTICLE WITH RETINACULA OF A SPECIMEN FKOM MiCROPHRYS BICORNUTUS
(LATRBILLE), X 110. 6, RETINACULUM OF A SPECIMEN FROM MiTHRAX SCULPTUS
Lamarck^ X 440. /, retinaculum of a specimen from Pitho anisodon (von
Martens), X 440. g and h, retinacula of a specimen from Microphrys bicoenu-
Tus (Latreille), X 440

same author.' Probably the first of Kossmann's above cited figures

was not altogether correct, for all other peculiarities of my speci-

mens closely fit in with this author's description. As in the type

specimen their external cuticle is provided with long and stout spines.

On account of the last-named feature the species Loxothylacus

corculum (Kossmann), is one of the best characterized species of

the whole family. The West Indian species which is described

below differs from L. corcuVwm especially in the smaller size of its

cuticular excrescences.

1 See Van Kampcn and Boschma, 1925, pi. 2, fig. 3.

« See Kossmann, 1872, pi. 2, fig. 5&.

» Idem. pi. 2, fig. 5a.
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LOXOTHYLACUS PANOPAEI (Giwler)

Sacculina. panopaei Gissleb, 1884

The animal has a roundish shape; in some cases the mantle has

more or less distinctly marked tips'. (Fig. 4.) The size is variable,

though in general the parasites of this species are small ; the largest

specimen in the collection has a greater diameter of about 6 mm.
The mantle opening lies at the top of a small tube-like expansion

of the mantle, which is usually directed towards the surface which

-lies against the thorax of the host. In the type specimen (see

C X jtS^^^ ^
Fig. 4.—Two specimens of Loxothylacus panopaei (Giss-

LEE). a, FROM Panopeus herbstii Milne-Edwards,
THE SURFACE LYING AGAINST THE THORAX OF THE
HOST, X 7I/2. &, THE SAME SPECIMEN, THE SDRFACB
LYING AGAINST THE ABDOMEN OF THE HOST, X 7%. C,

FROM EORYPANOPEITS DEPRESSUS (SMITH), THE SURFACE
LYING AGAINST THE THORAX OF THE HOST, X 7%. d,

THE SAME SPECIMEN, THE SURFACE LYING AGAINST THE
ABDOMEN OF THE HOST, X 7%. IN THESE FIGURES THE
MANTLE OPENING IS FOUND IN THE UPPER PART, THE
STALK IN THE LOWER PART

"Gissler, 1884, figs. 1 and 2) this tubular expansion of the mantle also

is well developed.

In the accompanying figure (fig. 5), a longitudinal section parallel

to the dorsal and the ventral surfaces, all the characteristics of the

genus Loxothylacus are visible: The stalk is attached to the mantle

at some distance from the visceral mass, a section of the closed part

of one of the testes is found in the posterior part of the visceral mass,

and in the lower part of the figure (consequently in the anterior

part of the animal) the visceral mass is attached to the mantle by

the mesentery. The section is from the immediate vicinity of the

mantle opening, a part of the sphincter which surrounds the mantle

opening is visible in the lower part of the figure.
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The testes are strongly curved, their extremity lies at a short dis-

tance from the vasa deferentia (in L. corculmn the closed end of the

testes lies much nearer to the mantle opening). The coUeteric

glands occupy about the central part of the lateral surfaces; they

contain a large number of tubes.

The external cuticle of the mantle is rather thin, 8-12/t approxi-

mately. Its upper surface consists of small areas which have an irreg-

ular contour ; the diameter of these areas is about 9-12/x. In some of

the specimens of the material

stalk-
each of the cuticular areas bears

a small spine (fig. 6&) ; in other

specimens a much smaller num-
ber of these spines occurs, as

only about one-fourth of the

total number of areas has such

an excrescence (fig. 6a). These

spines are tapering from the

base to the top, which is evenly

rounded; they may attain a

length of 20)a and a thickness (at

the base) of 3/u,. In different

parts of the mantle of one speci-

men of L. panopaei the spines

may be of different sizes. (See

fig. 6c, d.) On the whole the

differences between the cuticular

excrescences of different speci-

mens (even those which live on
different hosts) are not more
striking than those found among
the spines of different parts of

the mantle of one specimen.

The internal cuticle of the

mantle bears small retinacula

(fig. 6, g-i) which consist of a very insignificant basal part and a
number (3 to 5) of spindle-shaped excrescences of 6-9ju, length.

Lateral barbs could not be detected on these spindles.

The material of the United States National Museum contains

specimens of Loxothylacus panopaei on the following hosts

:

PaTiopeus occidentalis (Saussure) ; Porto Rico.

Eurypanopeus depressus (Smith); Florida (?); Texas.
Panope%LS herlstii Milne-Edwards ; Jamaica ; Cuba.

dajkrens

left testis

\\^l4t

ccllderic
qlcuid

month

iifith

c^y.

mcsenicnj

Fig. 5.

—

Loxothylacos panopaei (Gisslkb)
from eurypakopeus depressus (smith),
longitudinal section, x 30
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Gissler's specimen on which the original description of the species

was based was a parasite of Panopeus hej'hstu, collected on the coast

of Florida (Tampa).

H L4

e f S h
^

FlO. 6. LOXOTHYLACUS PANOPAEI (GlSSLEK). a, PART OF THE EXTEKNAL CUTICLE OF A
SPECIMEN FROM EURYPANOPBUS DEPRKSSUS (SMITH), X 440. h, PART OF THE EXTER-
NAL CUTICLE OF A SPECIMEiV FROM PANOPEUS HBRBSTII MILNE-EDWARDS, X 440.
AND d, APPENDAGES FROM TWO DIFFERENT PLACES ON THE EXTERNAL CUTICLE OF A

SPECIMEN FROM PANOPEUS HERBSTII MILXE-EDWARDS, X 440. e, CUTICULAE AP-
PENDAGES OF ANOTHER SPECIMEN FROM PANOPEUS HERBSTII MILNE-EDWARDS, X 440.

t, CUTICULAR APPBNDAGES OF A SPECIMEN FROM PANOPEUS OCC'IDENTALIS (SAUS-
SURE), X 440. g, RETINACULUM OF A SPECIMEN FROM EUUYPANOPEUS DBPRESSUS
(Smith), X 440. h, and i, retinacula of two different specimens from Pano-
PBCS HERBSTII MILNB-EDWARDS, X 440
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